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1 Introduction

Forward guidance in the standard New Keynesian NK model is nothing short of miraculous:

its power, de�ned by the expansion in aggregate activity today induced by a marginal increase

in FG duration, is increasing with said duration. More miraculously still, the power increases

the further FG is pushed into the future� a feature that Del Negro, Giannoni and Patterson

(2012) famously called the FG puzzle.1 If the economy worked thus, getting out of a liquidity

trap would be very easy: announce a long enough period of low interest rates, far enough

into the future. Real-life experience suggests that this is not a good description of how things

work: Japan�s liquidity trap duration is measured in decades, and the recent experience of

most OECD countries in years. If it were so easy to end a liquidity trap, we would have

found out by now. Furthermore, empirical evidence on the e¤ects of FG does not render

support to there being such power.2

The literature focused on �nding model features that imply dampening of FG power.

Several such solutions exist by now, and a prominent one, that this paper takes as a start-

ing point, is McKay, Nakamura and Steinsson�s (2015, 2016� hereinafter MNS) solution

based on incomplete markets and uninsurable risk. This is also con�rmed in their di¤erent

heterogeneous-agent NK (HANK) model by Kaplan, Moll, and Violante (2016� hereinafter

KMV). In a nutshell, incomplete markets induce dampening because they imply a form of

discounting in the Euler equation: a cut in interest rates far into the future increases de-

mand and income in the future, but has only a modest e¤ect on current demand when it

is discounted, because of self-insurance� households save part of the good income news.3 A

crucial element of MNS�framework is that the income of constrained households covaries

with aggregate income less than one-to-one in equilibrium: either because of an underlying

�scal redistribution (more below), or because� if the constrained are unemployed receiving

bene�ts or home production, as in MNS� 2016 paper� their income is simply exogenous

(hence, the elasticity to aggregate income is zero).

I �rst show that a model where the income of constrained covaries with aggregate in-

come more than one-to-one has the opposite prediction: FG power is ampli�ed, rather than

dampened, and the FG puzzle is aggravated, rather than solved. There are two parts to the

1See Carlstrom, Fuerst, and Paustian (2015), Cochrane (2015) and Kiley (2015) for further discussions
of this and other puzzling implications.

2See Campbell et al (2016), Del Negro et al (2012); Gurkaynak et al (2005) were among the �rst to study
the e¤ect of monetary policy announcements. See also Filardo and Ho¤man (2012) for an account of FG
experiences in various countries.

3Other solutions include: OLG perpetual-youth models (Del Negro et al, 2012; see Piergallini 2006 and
Nistico, 2010); re�ective equilibrium (Garcia-Schmidt and Woodford 2014; Farhi and Werning 2017); other
behavioural assumptions (Gabaix, 2016), heterogeneous beliefs (Andrade et al, 2015; Bilbiie, 2016), dispersed
information (Wiederholt, 2015).
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mechanism, and they both rely on a "New Keynesian cross" logic.

The �rst component, that I will refer to as the hand-to-mouth channel, generates ampli�-

cation of monetary policy changes at all horizons, uniformly, because it implies an elasticity

of aggregate demand to interest rates within the period that is increasing with the share of

hand-to-mouth households. This mechanism, �rst unveiled and discussed in Bilbiie (2008)

but also operating the earlier model of hand-to-mouth with sticky prices of Gali, Lopez-

Salido and Valles (2007), works as follows. An interest rate cut makes savers want to bring

consumption forward by standard intertemporal substitution, which with sticky prices has

an expansionary e¤ect on labor demand bidding up the real wage. But the hand-to-mouth

consume all their income, and this income is essentially the real wage; if the �scal redis-

tribution and labor market parameters are such that hand-to-mouth�s income is related to

aggregate income more than one-to-one, this ampli�es the initial demand increase further,

which bids up the real wage further, and so on.

The second component, that I will refer to as the self-insurance channel, is that when the

above feature coexists with idiosyncratic risk it further generates ampli�cation of news� and

forward guidance is news. When a household receives good news about future aggregate

income, and its own income covaries with the aggregate more than one-to-one in states

where it becomes liquidity-constrained, it has an incentive to dis-save for precautionary self-

insurance reasons, i.e. consume more. This overturns the "discounting" in the aggregate

Euler equation that MNS unveiled as the key mechanism shaping the power of FG in their

model.4 There is now compounding in the aggregate Euler equation, and FG becomes one

order of magnitude more powerful. The FG puzzle is then, of course, much aggravated.

Furthermore, the two channels (hand-to-mouth, and self-insurance) are complementary

in generating ampli�cation, or dampening;5 I show formally that, because of this complemen-

tarity, both conditions are needed to solve the FG puzzle: some risk inducing self-insurance,

and income respond su¢ ciently little to aggregate. In other words, if either of the conditions

does not hold the FG puzzle is alive and well; and worse still, if the former condition holds

but the latter does not, we are in an ampli�cation where the complementarity also applies:

FG power is magni�ed, and the FG puzzle aggravated.

Yet despite this terri�c ampli�cation, I end on a more positive and constructive note for

4This second channel and its interaction with the �rst in shaping a "New Keynesian cross" are discussed
in Bilbiie (2017) as capturing two key mechanisms of richer, more general HANK models such as KMV and
MNS. Werning (2015) derives results on ampli�cation in a more general framework with cyclical income risk
and liquidity.

5A di¤erent complementarity� between incomplete markets and k-level thinking� is discussed by Farhi
and Werning (2017); there, di¤erently from the mechanism I emphasize, both channels imply mitigation of
FG power, and the addition of the two even more so. Here, each channel by itself leads to ampli�cation of
FG power, but the addition of the two leads to dampening. See the discussion in text.
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NK models: optimal policy does not imply longer FG, even (and in fact especially) when

the implied FG power is miraculous; indeed, I show that the optimal policy in a liquidity

trap implies an FG duration that is little a¤ected by (and it often is in fact decreasing with)

the share of constrained households. The reason is what I call the dark side of FG: when

its power increases, so does its welfare cost� the ine¢ cient consumption volatility once the

trap is over (�rst emphasized in a representative-agent model in Eggertsson and Woodford�s

seminal 2003 paper). This sharp increase in the welfare cost whenever there is ampli�cation

(the dark side) precludes a welfare-maximizing central bank from using more FG even when

FG is puzzlingly powerful.

2 A Simple HANK Model for Forward Guidance Analysis

Based on Bilbiie (2017), I outline a simpli�ed HANK model, isolating two of the channels op-

erating in richer quantitative HANK models such as the mentioned KMV and MNS papers.6

The model nests two simpler models existing in the literature: an earlier two-agent NK

(TANK) model discussed in Bilbiie (2008, 2017) and Gali, Lopez-Salido and Valles (2007)

and the "discounted Euler equation" model that MNS (2016) proposed as a simpli�ed ver-

sion of their important 2015 paper. This simpli�ed model with incomplete markets and

idiosyncratic (unemployment) risk implies a form of "discounting" in the aggregate Euler

equation and can be solved analytically. 7

Here, I outline a simple HANK model that builds on those contributions and uses an

"infrequent participation" structure similar to Bilbiie and Ragot (2016) but, as in the other

papers cited in the previous footnote, with no trade (no equilibrium liquidity)� even though

it distinguishes, like the HANK model, between liquid assets (bonds) and illiquid assets

(stock). In equilibrium, there is thus infrequent (limited) participation in the stock market.

There are two states: savers S and hand-to-mouth H. The source of idiosyncratic risk is

that agents switch states following a Markov chain. The probability to stay type S is s and
the probability to stay type H is h (while the transition probabilities are respectively 1� s

6For other quantitative HANK models containing these mechanisms among others, see i.a. Auclert (2016)
and Gornemann, Kuester, and Nakajima (2015).

7To achieve this, the authors use a set of assumptions �rst used by Krusell Mukoyama Smith (2011) for
asset pricing and Ravn and Sterk (2012) in the context of a New Keynesian model with incomplete markets
and endogenous unemployment risk. Werning (2015) uses a similar assumption to derive an aggregate Euler
equation under a more general risk structure. Curdia and Woodford (2009) and Nistico (2016) are two other
examples of the use of the "infrequent participation" device (introduced by Lucas, 1990) in models with
nominal rigidities, albeit in a di¤erent context and for di¤erent questions. Bilbiie and Ragot (2016) build a
model with three assets� of which one ("money") is liquid and is traded in equilibrium while the others are
accessed only infrequently� and study optimal monetary policy in that framework.
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and 1� h), and by standard results the mass of H is:

� =
1� s

2� s� h
;

with the stability condition s � 1 � h. This condition has an intuitive interpretation: it

implies that the probability of remaining a participant/saver is higher than the probability

of becoming a participant. By consequence and given the de�nition of � we also have:

1� s � �;

the conditional probability of becoming hand-to-mouth is lower than the unconditional prob-

ability (the share of hand-to-mouth).

Notice that this nests the TANK model when idiosyncratic shocks are permanent, s =

h = 1: the share of H � stays at its initial value and is a free parameter. At the other

extreme, idiosyncratic shocks are iid when s = 1� h: the probability for a household to be

S or H tomorrow is independent on whether it is S or H today.

There are two assets: liquid public bonds (that will not be traded) and illiquid stock

that can only be accessed when S. S households can thus infrequently become H and self-

insure through bonds (liquidity), leaving their illiquid stock portfolio temporarily. The price

for self-insurance is the interest rate on bonds that are not traded. The following Euler

equation governs the bond-holding decision of S households who self-insure against the risk

of becoming H :

�
CSt
�� 1

� = �Et

�
1 + it
1 + �t+1

h
s
�
CSt+1

�� 1
� + (1� s)

�
CHt+1

�� 1
�

i�
:

I therefore assume that in the H state the equivalent Euler equation holds with strict inequal-

ity: households are constrained, or impatient, and become hand-to-mouth thus consuming all

their income CHt = Y H
t .

8 Loglinearizing around a symmetric steady state CH = CS (which

is instead achieved by assuming a steady-state redistribution scheme), the self-insurance

equation is:

cSt = sEtc
S
t+1 + (1� s)Etc

H
t+1 � � (it � Et�t+1 � �t) .

it is the nominal interest rate set by the central bank and expressed in levels (i.e. the ZLB

is it � 0), Et�t+1 expected in�ation, and �t an exogenous shock that is standard in the

liquidity-trap literature, see below.

8One justi�cation for this could be that the idisyncratic shock is a preference shock to � rendering
households impatient "enough" to make the constraint bind.
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The other key ingredient is that all agents make an optimal labor supply decision: their

income is therefore labor income, plus any �scal transfer. Because they are standard, I

present the loglinearized equilibrium conditions directly; in particular, I approximate around

a "full-insurance" steady-state whereby an optimal sales subsidy induces marginal-cost pric-

ing and is �nanced by taxing �rms (and thus, implicitly, savers). This further generates zero

steady-state pro�ts and, hence, full insurance� a convenient but largely innocuous assump-

tion for the results derived here. Both types�labor supply decision j = S;H is governed by:

'njt = wt���1cjt ; with ��1 relative risk aversion, ' the inverse elasticity of labor supply, and
n are hours worked, w the real wage, and c consumption, with everything expressed in per-

centage deviations of steady-state aggregates. Assuming that elasticities are identical across

agents, the same holds on aggregate: 'nt = wt � ��1ct. All output is consumed and pro-

duced using (only) labor with constant returns ct = yt = nt, which implies wt = ('+ ��1) ct.

Finally, around the steady state with zero pro�ts,9 we have dt = �wt: pro�ts vary inversely
with the real wage (dt is expressed as a share of steady-state output).

Let us now add one example of �scal redistribution, following Bilbiie (2008, 2017): taxing

pro�ts at rate �D and rebating the proceedings in a lump-sum fashion to hand-to-mouth

agents.10 The model being otherwise unchanged, we have in loglinearized form that per-

capita transfers to hand-to-mouth are tHt =
�D

�
dt. H agents�income is then yHt = wt+ n

H
t +

�D

�
dt; while for S agents, it is ySt = wt+n

S
t +

1��D
1�� dt. This shows that savers S face an extra

income e¤ect of the real wage (which for them counts as marginal cost and reduces pro�ts)

that is the keystone for monetary transmission.

Hand-to-mouth thus consume all their income cHt = yHt , the key word being "their": for

while their consumption comoves one-to-one with their income, it comoves more or less than

one-to-one with aggregate income. In particular, combining the labor supply and budget

constraint of H agents with the other equations, we immediately obtain the consumption

function:

cHt = yHt = �yt (1)

where � � 1 + '

�
1� �D

�

�
7 1

denotes the elasticity of H�s income to aggregate income, which depends on redistribution;

this captures intuitively the point that the marginal propensity to consume depends on

income distribution� a point that goes back to Keynes (1936). But this dependence holds

9This is not strictly necessary for any of the results but it simpli�es the algebra.
10See Section 4.3 and Proposition 3 in Bilbiie (2008) for a �rst analysis of the link between the redistribution

of pro�ts and Keynesian logic. See the Appendix in Bilbiie (2017) for a more general redistribution scheme
with similar equilibrium implications.
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more generally for arbitrary �scal redistribution schemes. As will become clear momentarily,

this parameter is key for the e¤ects of forward guidance in this model.11 It is lower than

1 + ' but higher than 1 inasmuch as �D < � (in other words, if there is not too much

redistribution). When �D = �, all the endogenous redistributive e¤ects emphasized here

are undone, and the economy is back to the perfect-insurance, representative-agent case.

Finally, when H get a share of pro�ts higher than their share in the population �D > � (an

example of progressive taxation) we have � < 1� indeed, in the limit when � = 0 the income

of H is exogenous: this happens for example if they are unemployed and bene�ts (or home

production) do not depend on the cycle, as in MNS (2016).

The mirror image is of course what happens to savers�consumption, which follows im-

mediately as:

cSt =
1� ��

1� �
yt: (2)

The additional negative income e¤ect of wages captures the externality imposed by H agents

on S agents: when demand goes up, the real wage goes up (because prices are sticky), income

of H agents goes up, and so does their demand. Total demand goes up, thus amplifying the

initial expansion; S agents "pay" for this by working more, which is an equilibrium outcome

because their income goes down as pro�ts fall (marginal cost goes up and, insofar as labor

is not perfectly elastic ' > 0, sales do not increase by as much). By this intuition, income of

savers is less procyclical the more H agents there are� and the more so, the more inelastic

is labor supply.

Replacing in the loglinearized Euler equation, we obtain the aggregate Euler-IS curve:

ct = �Etct+1 � � (it � Et�t+1 � �t) ; (3)

where � � s+ (1� �� s)�

1� ��
and � � �

1� �

1� ��

In the companion paper Bilbiie (2017) I analyze the properties of this model of aggregate

demand for dynamics and transmission of monetary policy shocks, focusing on a "New Key-

nesian cross" interpretation centered around a planned expenditure curve, or consumption

function; In this paper, I study the implications for forward guidance in a liquidity trap,

including its optimal design. Some of the insights discussed in the companion paper natu-

rally apply in this context too, with important nuances emphasized below; I postpone this

discussion to solving for the liquidity trap equilibrium.

11This distinguishes my model (and its earlier 2008 incarnations) from earlier analyses such as Campbell
and Mankiw (1989) and the literature that followed it� where it is assumed that hand-to-mouth (or, in their
terminology, "rule-of-thumb") agents consume a fraction (<1) of aggregate income; the implications of this
are discussed in more detail below.
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To complete the model, add a standard aggregate supply side, a "New Keynesian Phillips

curve" coming from a forward-looking pricing model à la Calvo-Yun or Rotemberg model:

�t = �Et�t+1 + �ct: (4)

with slope � =  ('+ ��1), where  = (1� �) (1� ��) =� with � the probability to be

unable to change one�s price in the Calvo-Yun model.12 The speci�cation of monetary policy

de�ned as a choice of it follows below.

3 The Power of Forward Guidance Redux

Consider �rst the properties of a liquidity trap in this economy, where the zero lower
bound is triggered as in the seminal paper of Eggertsson and Woodford (2003): �t follows a

Markov chain with two states. The �rst is the steady state denoted by S, with �t = �; and is

absorbing: once in it, there is a probability of 1 of staying. The other state is transitory and

denoted by L: �t = �L < 0 with persistence probability p (conditional upon starting in state

L, the probability that �t = �L is p; while the probability that �t = � is 1 � p). At time t,

there is a negative realization of �t = �L < 0, meant to capture in this reduced-form model

an increase in spreads as in Woodford (2011) and Curdia and Woodford (2010). I assume

for further simpli�cation that the monetary authority tracks the natural interest rate of this

economy (rnt = �t) whenever feasible, meaning it = max (�t; 0). It follows that the ZLB

will bind when �t = �L < 0, while the �exible-price e¢ cient equilibrium will be achieved

whenever �t = �:

Since the shock is unexpected, we can solve the model in the ZLB state, denoting by

subscript L the time-invariant equilibrium values of consumption and in�ation therein; con-

sumption in the liquidity trap state is:

cL =
�

1� p
�
� + � �

1��p

��L; (5)

where p
�
� + � �

1��p

�
< 1 is needed to rule out expectations-driven liquidity traps.13 In�ation

is �L =
�

1��pcL:

Why an increase in the desire to save generates a recession with a binding zero lower

12The slope of the Phillips curve is independent of the demand parameters � and s because of the simpli-
fying assumption of perfect consumption insurance in steady-state� see Bilbiie (2008) for elaboration in a
more general case.
13See Bilbiie (2016) for further discussion, Benhabib, Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2001, 2002). for the

original point regarding sunspot ZLB equilibria, and Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2016) for a recent application.
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bound in the standard NK model is much-researched territory since more than a decade: it

causes excess saving and, with zero saving in equilibrium, income has to adjust downwards

to give the income e¤ect consistent with that equilibrium outcome. And if prices are not

entirely �xed, there is also de�ation, which� because it causes an increase in real rates when

the zero bound is binding� leads to a further contraction, and so on.

In the simple HANK model, the magnitude of the liquidity trap recession depends on the

three parameters s; �; and � that are key for transmission more generally. In particular,

(5) elucidates how this will be di¤erent from the representative-agent model through three

channels: the denominator, � (this holds even for transitory shocks p = 0 and for �xed

prices � = 0); and� for persistent shocks p > 0 only� the rate of discounting in the Euler

equation � (even with �xed prices) and again � but through its interaction with the Phillips

curve slope. It is worth spending some time now understanding each channel.14 The main

distinction is between two cases, according to whether H�s income elasticity to aggregate

income of is lower or larger than one.

Case 1 Ampli�cation: � > 1. There are two sides to ampli�cation (understood as an

LT recession that is deeper than in the RANK model). The �rst is the "hand-to-mouth"
channel operating through �, with @�=@� = (�� 1)�= (1� ��)2 > 0. The second is the

"self-insurance" channel, through which there is compounding in the aggregate Euler

equation (� > 1); the compounding e¤ect is magni�ed by idiosyncratic risk @�=@ (1� s) =

(�� 1) = (1� ��) > 0 and by the share of H @�=@� = (�� 1) (1� s)�= (1� ��)2 :

Case 2 Dampening: � < 1. The "hand-to-mouth" channel operating through � implies
dampening as @�=@� < 0. The "self-insurance" channel implies discounting in the

aggregate Euler equation (� < 1); the discounting e¤ect is magni�ed by idiosyncratic risk

@�=@ (1� s) < 0 and by share of H @�=@� < 0.

Let us brie�y discuss the intuition for the "ampli�cation" case� the "dampening" case

being merely the mirror image. Take �rst the hand-to-mouth channel operating through �:

the aggregate elasticity of intertemporal substitution� the elasticity of aggregate demand to

interest rates within the period� is increasing with the share of H agents, as long as � < ��1.

The reason is the "New Keynesian cross" already emphasized above and analyzed in detail

in Bilbiie (2017): a fall in the natural interest rate implies an aggregate demand contraction,

through intertemporal substitution of S agents; with sticky prices, this translates into a

labor demand contraction, which compresses the real wage. Since the wage is the H agents�

14Some of the intuition here echoes some of the results for moetary policy transmission in Bilbiie (2017).
A di¤erent channel is emphasized by Ravn and Sterk (2016) in an analytical HANK-type model abstracting
from the channels emphasized here but with limited insurance of endogenous unemployment risk.
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income, this reduces their demand further, which magni�es the initial demand contraction.15

This mechanism is also at play in Eggertsson and Krugman�s deleveraging-based model of

a liquidity trap, where it compounds with a debt-de�ation channel; the same channel also

ampli�es �scal multipliers in a liquidity trap in their framework. The borrowers whose

constraint is binding at all times are, e¤ectively, hand-to-mouth (even though their income

then comprises nominal �nancial income that I abstract from and is at the core of Eggertsson

and Krugman�s analysis).

Second, the self-insurance channel operating through �. The endogenous ampli�cation

through the Keynesian cross now holds not only contemporaneously, but also for the future�

insofar as the liquidity trap is expected to persist: bad news about future aggregate income

reduce today�s demand because they imply more need for self-insurance, precautionary sav-

ing. Since future consumption in states where the constraint binds over-reacts to bad "ag-

gregate news", households internalize this by attempting to self-insure more. But since

precautionary saving needs to be zero in equilibrium, households consume less and income

falls to deliver this, thus magnifying the recession even further.16

What is more, these two channels are in fact complementary� a property worth empha-

sizing in the following Proposition.

Proposition 1 Complementarity between hand-to-mouth and self-insurance. When there
is ampli�cation (� > 1), the compounding e¤ect is increasing with � at a higher rate when

there is more idiosyncratic risk: @2�= (@�@ (1� s)) = (�� 1)�= (1� ��)2 > 0. When there

is dampening (� < 1), the same is true for the discounting e¤ect (it is magni�ed at an

increasing rate, i.e. � decreases faster).

The reason for this complementarity is that the higher the risk (higher 1�s), the stronger
the self-insurance motive: the highest compounding is obtained in the iid case (at given �).

Below, we will focus on two extreme special cases that are useful for intuition and already

present in the literature. The �rst is the TANK limit with permanent idiosyncratic shocks

s = h = 1: in that case, there is no discounting � = 1; and � is then an arbitrary free

parameter. The hand-to-mouth channel is the only one operating. The other extreme is

15This is an equilibrium: S households face a positive income e¤ect from pro�ts (recal that the real wage
is marginal cost). This ampli�cation mechanism is analyzed for the �rst time in Bilbiie (2004, 2008) for
monetary policy shocks in normal times; it also holds in GLV�s (2004, 2007) framework but is somewhat
hidden because convoluted with physical capital, which in itself a¤ects monetary transmission non-trivially
(Dupor, 2001) and because the model then needs to be solved numerically. As � increases the ampli�cation
gets larger and larger: when � > ��1 an expansion cannot be an equilibrium any longer, as the income e¤ect
on S agents starts dominating. That "non-Keynesian" region, whereby interest rate cuts are contractionary,
is analyzed in detail in Bilbiie (2008); here we concentrate on the standard, Keynesian region throughout.
16A related ampli�cation channel (for interest rate shocks) also holds and is discussed in a more general

framework in Werning (2015), through the interaction of countercyclical income risk and procyclical liquidity.
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that iid idiosyncratic uncertainty with s = 1 � h studied by Krusell Mukoyama Smith

(2011), and used by McKay, Nakamura and Steinsson (2015, 2016) and others to study

monetary policy and forward guidance. In that case, we have � = 1 � s and � = 1��
1��� .

In light of the previous Proposition, this is the case that delivers the highest ampli�cation

(or dampening) because it implies the highest level of idiosyncratic risk that satis�es the

restrictions. Notice that strictly speaking, the case studied by MNS (2016) is that of � = 0;

which delivers most discounting.

Lastly, the expected de�ation channel. A shock that is expected to persist with p triggers

self-insurance because of expected de�ation (� �
1��p), which at the ZLB means an increase in

interest rate� so more saving, and, since equilibrium saving is zero, less consumption and

less income. This last e¤ect operates in the standard representative-agent model too, but

here it is ampli�ed by the hand-to-mouth channel (it is proportional to �).

Turning the above logic over its head, in the dampening case (� < 1) the LT-recession is

decreasing with � and 1� s: the more H agents and the more risk, the lower the elasticity

to interest rates within the period, and the lower the discount factor of the Euler equation

�� both of which lead to dampening (and increasingly so when taken together, through the

complementarity).

These ampli�cation (or dampening) channels shape the e¤ect of shocks to the natural

rate of interest (and the ensuing recessions), but they also shape the e¤ects of news about

future interest rates, aka forward guidance FG, that we study next.

3.1 Forward guidance

I model FG stochastically through a Markov chain, as a state of the world with a probability

distribution, as follows.17 Recall that the (stochastic) expected duration of the LT is TL =

(1� p)�1 ; the stopping time of the Markov chain. After this time TL; the central bank

commits to keep the interest rate at 0 while �t = � > 0, with probability q. Denote this

state by F; and let TF = (1� q)�1 denote the expected duration of FG. The Markov chain

implied by this structure has three states: liquidity trap L (it = 0 and �t = �L); forward

guidance F (it = 0 and �t = �) and steady state S (it = �t = �), of which the last one is

absorbing. The probability to transition from L to L is, as before, p; and from L to F it is

(1� p) q: The persistence of state F is q; and the probability to move back to steady state

from F is hence 1� q:

17This was introduced by Bilbiie (2016) in a representative-agent model; I refer the reader to that paper
for details, robustness, and for an assessment of this optimality concept relative to Ramsey policy. The
modelling of FG as a "state" is inspired by Woodford�s (2011) modelling of government spending stimulus
after a liquidity trap probabilistically (in contrast to that paper, this concentrates on FG, solves for optimal
duration, and adds heterogeneous households).
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Under this stochastic structure, expectations are determined by:

Etct+1 = pcL + (1� p) qcF (6)

and similarly for in�ation. Evaluating the aggregate Euler-IS (3) and Phillips (4) curves

during state F and L and solving for the time-invariant equilibria delivers equilibrium con-

sumption (and in�ation) during the forward guidance state F and the liquidity trap state L

respectively as:

cF =
�

1� q
�
� + � �

1��q

��; (7)

cL =
(1� p) q

�
� + � �

(1��q)(1��p)

�
�h

1� q
�
� + � �

1��q

�i h
1� p

�
� + � �

1��p

�i�+ �

1� p
�
� + � �

1��p

��L;
and �F = �

1��qcF , �L =
��(1�p)q

(1��q)(1��p)cF +
�

1��pcL.

It is immediately apparent that the future expansion cF is increasing in the degree of

forward guidance q regardless of the model. In the ampli�cation case (� > 1), the future

expansion is also increasing with the share of hand-to-mouth � and with risk 1� s; whereas
in the dampening case, the opposite holds.

Figure 1 illustrates these �ndings and the next section derives analytical results useful to

understand the mechanisms. Distinguishing between dampening � < 1 (left) and ampli�ca-

tion � > 1 (right), it plots in both panels consumption in the liquidity trap (thick) and in

the FG state (thin), as a function of the FG probability q.18 We represent the RANK model

by green solid lines, the TANK limit of the SHANK model (s = h = 1) with red dashed

lines, and the SHANK model in the iid case 1� s = h = � with blue dots.

The pictures illustrate the dampening and respectively ampli�cation at work: at given

q, low future rates have a lower e¤ect (on both cF and cL) in the TANK model, and an

even lower one in the SHANK model, in the dampening case. The last point illustrates the

complementarity: the dampening is magni�ed when moving towards higher risk 1 � s and

in the limit when 1� s = h = � (blue dots) we have the fastest discounting. Whereas in the

ampli�cation case (right panel), the opposite is true: low rates have a higher e¤ect in the

TANK model, and through complementarity an even higher one under self-insurance: the

pictured iid case represents the highest compounding. Indeed, even though � = 2 is a rather

conservative number and the share of H is very small (0.1)� which makes ampli�cation in

18The illustrative parametrization used in the Figure has � = 0:99;  = 0:01; � = 1; ' = 1; p = 0:8 and a
spread shock of �L = �0:005; i.e. 2 percent per annum. This delivers a recession of 4 percent and annualized
in�ation of 1 percent in the absence of FG (q = 0). The domain is such that �q > 0.
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the TANK version rather limited� ampli�cation in the SHANK model is phenomenal : the

recession is 10 times (!) larger than in the RANK model (the scale on the right panel had

to be changed to accommodate that).
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Figure 1: cL (thick) and cF (thin) in RANK (green solid), TANK (red dashed) and SHANK-iid

(blue dots)

Furthermore, FG power (de�ned as the derivative of consumption during the trap cL
with respect to q; dcL=dq) is much larger in the SHANK model in the "ampli�cation" case.

This is related to the aforementioned "FG puzzle": the higher the persistence of the trap

p (the further into the future FG starts), the higher the power dcL=dq. Our results suggest

that while a HANK model with � = 0 (or � < 1), as shown by MNS, solves this puzzle,

the version with ampli�cation � > 1 aggravates it. The next section substantiates this point

analytically.
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3.2 Simple Analytics of FG Power and Puzzle

Closed-form results are particularly useful here in order to shed light on the role of each

ampli�cation channel in determining FG power and potential resolutions of the "puzzle";

later, they are also useful for understanding the properties of optimal policy. Consider thus

a special case: the simplest possible aggregate supply curve whereby each period a fraction

of �rms � keep their price �xed, while the rest can re-optimize their price freely but ignoring

that this price a¤ects future demand. This delivers the Phillips curve: �t = �ct, where now

� = ('+ ��1) (1� �) =�. In Bilbiie (2016) I show that, in the context of a representative-

agent NK model, this special case delivers conclusions for FG and optimal policy in a LT

that are very close to those obtained using the more general NKPC (4); the insight being

that FG is chie�y about aggregate demand, and not so much about supply.19

The equilibrium found in (7) above simpli�es to:

cF =
�

1� q�
�; (8)

cL =
1� p

1� p�

q�

1� q�
��+

��L
1� p�

;

I de�ned the composite parameter:

� � � + ��;

which has an intuitive interpretation: it captures the response of consumption in a liquidity

trap to news about future income/consumption.20

We can now de�ne FG power formally as:

PFG �
dcL
dq

=

�
1

1� q�

�2
(1� p) ��

1� p�
�:

The properties of ampli�cation and dampening of FG power follow the same logic as those

applying to the natural rate shock and LT recessions. They are worth emphasizing in the

following Corollary (which follows directly by noticing that PFG is increasing with �, and
hence with both � and �):

19Essentially, such a setup reduces to assuming � = 0 only in the �rms�problem (they do not recognize
that today�s reset price prevails with some probability in future periods). See Bilbiie (2016) for an extension
to the case � > 0, which makes the algebra more involved without a¤ecting the results. In particular, Figure
2 in that paper shows that optimal FG varies very little with the discount factor of �rms.
20In a "regular" equilibrium whereby the zero bound does not bind and monetary policy follows an active

interest rate rule, this parameter is obviously less than one (because news about future income bring about
higher real rates, through higher in�ation); in particular, � = 1� �� (�� 1) ; where � > 1 is the response of
nominal interest rates to expected in�ation.
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Corollary 3 In the ampli�cation case � > 1 FG power PFG increases with idiosyncratic
risk 1 � s and with the share of hand-to-mouth � (while it decreases in the dampening case

� < 1). Furthermore, the complementarity between self-insurance and hand-to-mouth also
applies to FG power.

De�ning formally the FG puzzle as the property (thus labelled by Del Negro, Giannoni
and Patterson, 2012) that the power of FG increases, the further it is pushed into the future

(i.e., in our context, with the persistence of the trap p) we obtain the following Proposition:

Proposition 2 The simple HANK model solves the FG puzzle (dPFG
dp

< 0) if and only if:

� < 1:

Equivalently, the model needs both the self-insurance and hand-to-mouth channels:

1� s > 0 and

� < 1� ��
1� �

1� s
< 1;

which is a manifestation of complementarity.

The result follows directly calculating the derivative dPFG=dp = (� � 1) ���

(1�q�)2(1�p�)2 and

then replacing the expression for �. The Proposition emphasizes that, to solve the FG puzzle,

the model needs two conditions: some idiosyncratic uncertainty 1� s > 0, and a cyclicality

of H�s income that is lower than the threshold de�ned above. This is a clear illustration

of the complementarity emphasized in Proposition 1. In other words, having discounting

in the aggregate Euler equation (� < 1) is a necessary, but not su¢ cient condition to solve

the puzzle.21 Rewriting the condition, we have �� < (1�s)(1��)
1�� : this is more stringent when

prices are more �exible (� larger) and � smaller (at given s and �):

To consider an even simpler example, consider the case of acyclical income of H, � = 0.

Under that assumption the discount factor in the Euler equation is equal to the probability

s, and the e¤ect of news is � = s + (1� �)��; this is not necessarily smaller than 1� for

example, in the TANK model it is larger than one since s = 1. To solve the FG puzzle, there

21Farhi and Werning (2017) emphasize a related but di¤erent complementarity, between market incom-
pletenss and "k-level thinking": an informational imperfection related to Garcia-Schmidt and Woodford�s
notion of re�ective equilibrium, that leads to mitigation of FG� also through discounting in the Euler equa-
tion. In their framework, market incompleteness magni�es the mitigation of FG e¤ects obtained with k-level
thinking. The complementarity I emphasize is between two di¤erent channels, and can work both ways�
generating more mitigation, or more ampli�cation. Indeed, it a¤ects not only the quantitative properties,
but the qualitative insights: it changes the sign of a key derivative, as illustrated in Figure 2 below, needed
to solve the FG puzzle as de�ned formally here.
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needs to be enough idiosyncratic risk, namely in this case 1 � s > (1� �)��. It is worth

noticing that MNS�s 2016 simple model (with iid idiosyncratic risk and exogenous income of

H ) inherently satis�es these conditions: essentially, to � = 0 it adds s = 1� �.

To further illustrate how the FG puzzle operates, and how the complementarity between

the two channels helps eliminate it, consider Figure 2; it plots FG power as a function of p,

for the same calibration as before (�xing in addition q = 0:5) in the two cases � < 1 and

� > 1 for the three models RANK, TANK, and iid SHANK. It illustrates clearly that it is

the interaction of dampening through � < 1 and idiosyncratic risk (which, as shown above,

magni�es that dampening through discounting) that leads to resolving the FG puzzle: the

power of FG becomes decreasing in the duration of the trap. The dampening channel by

itself (TANK model with � < 1, red dashed line on the left panel) is not enough� although

it alleviates the puzzle relative to the RANK model, it does not make the power decrease

with the horizon p. While the self-insurance channel by itself added to the "ampli�cation"

case magni�es power even further, thus aggravating the puzzle (blue dots in the right panel

for the SHANK iid model in the ampli�cation case).
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Figure 2: FG power in RANK (green solid), TANK (red dashed) and SHANK-iid (blue dots)

Finally, it is immediate to see that the puzzle is aggravated at higher values of � (dPFG
dp

is

increasing in �). It follows from the monotonicity of � that the puzzle is alleviated with higher

idiosyncratic risk 1 � s and with � in the dampening case; but worsens with idiosyncratic

risk 1� s and with � in the ampli�cation case � > 1.
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Since the power of FG is increased (and the puzzle aggravated) in the latter case, does it

follow that more FG is always a good thing? That is, does this strengthen the welfare scope

for FG as a feature of optimal policy emphasized since the celebrated paper of Eggertsson

and Woodford (2003)? No, because there is a dark side to FG power: whenever it is high, the

welfare costs of FG, as measured by future volatility, are also high. The following optimal

policy exercise formalizes this intuition.

4 The Dark Side of FG Power and Optimal Policy

Optimal monetary policy in a liquidity trap is very easy to compute with this setup for

FG, because equilibria are a smooth function of q: we can �nd the optimal FG duration

by maximizing lifetime welfare with respect to q. This is shown in Bilbiie (2016) for the

representative-agent model, and turns out to also be very close to the full Ramsey-optimal

monetary policy taking the ZLB as a constraint calculated by Eggertsson and Woodford

(2003), Jung Teranishi and Watanabe (2005) and several others since.

We thus look for q that maximizes an aggregate welfare function that can be represented

as a quadratic loss function and, given the Markov chain structure, it is of the form:22

W =
1

1� �p

1

2

�
c2L + ! (q) c2F

�
;

where ! (q) is the appropriate discount factor for the FG state.23 The central bank chooses

FG duration (persistence probability q) by solving the optimization problem minqW taking

as constraints the equilibrium values cF and cL given in (7) above. The �rst-order condition

of this problem is:

cL
dcL
dq

+ ! (q) cF
dcF
dq

+
1

2

d! (q)

dq
c2F = 0 (9)

and has a clear intuitive interpretation.

The �rst term is the welfare bene�t of more forward guidance, through remedying the

22Bilbiie (2008, 2017) derives this welfare function under certain conditions that are ful�lled here (an
optimal subsidy makes the steady-state e¢ cient). Then, since the equilibrium solution is time-invariant in
each of the three states, the per-period loss function is, for any state j = fL;F; Sg: �2j + �c2j =

�
�+ �2

�
c2j .

Recall that in state S the economy is back to steady state, so the loss there is zero.
23The optimal weight is ! (q) = 1��p+�(1�p)q

1��q and counts for the times the process spends in state F

when starting from F (given by (1� �q)�1); as well as for all the times spent in time F when starting from
L; before being absorbed into S (given by � (1� p) q= ((1� �p) (1� �q)) : ! (q) is increasing in q; which is
intuitive: the longer the economy spends in the F state, the larger the total welfare cost of consumption
variability in that state. See Bilbiie (2016) for the details, including the second-order su¢ cient conditions
for the RANK model (that apply here too).
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LT-caused recession and hence minimizing consumption volatility in the trap. This is pro-

portional to the level of consumption in the trap: the larger the initial recession, the higher

the marginal utility of an extra unit of consumption, and the larger the welfare scope of

any policy that can deliver it� such as FG. The last two terms are the total cost of forward

guidance: the former is the direct cost, a future consumption boom being associated with

ine¢ cient volatility; the latter is the discounting e¤ect discussed above: the longer the time

spent under FG, the larger the cost (which is proportional to consumption volatility in the

F state).

Figure 3 plots the optimal FG duration (the solution of equation (9)) as a function of

�, under our baseline parameter values, distinguishing again the dampening (� < 1; left)

and ampli�cation (� > 1, right) cases. In the dampening case, the degree of optimal FG is

decreasing with the share of H ; the more so, the higher idiosyncratic risk; this result holds

generally and can be shown analytically in the simpli�ed version of the model� see next

Section. The intuition is that all forces work in the same direction: the recession is lower

to start with (which gives less scope for using FG) and the power of FG is monotonically

decreasing with �: because the elasticity to interest rates is decreasing, in the TANK model,

and in addition because of the discounting e¤ect of MNS, in the idiosyncratic risk case.

The ampli�cation case is, in view of our previous results, more surprising: the optimal

degree of FG is almost invariant to � in the TANK case (albeit initially mildly increasing)

because there are two counterbalancing forces. On the one hand, the bene�t component is

higher: the recession is larger (cL more negative, and a wider output gap gives more welfare

reason to use FG), and the power of FG dcL
dq
is higher. But on the other hand, the cost of FG

is also increasing (the last two terms in (9)). At some threshold � level, the cost of FG is no

longer worth bearing: the implied volatility during the FG state is so high that the optimal

degree of FG drops rapidly towards zero. With idiosyncratic risk, these a¤ects are further

ampli�ed: the higher share of H makes the recession larger and accelerates the increase in

FG power, making optimal FG initially increasing; but the same ampli�cation also holds for

the welfare cost of future volatility, which kicks in earlier (at a lower share of H ) and makes

optimal FG drop abruptly towards zero. It is this sharp increase in the welfare cost that

occurs precisely when FG power is large that I refer to as the "dark side" of FG power.
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Figure 3 Optimal FG persistence as a function of � for � < 1 (left) and � > 1 (right)

In both models, it becomes optimal to do no FG at all beyond a certain threshold share

of hand-to-mouth. The underlying reason is, however, very di¤erent. With dampening it

is because (as MNS discovered), a higher share of H implies low FG power, and because it

also implies a weaker welfare-scope for using FG (the recession is lower). With ampli�cation,

it happens because a high share implies a large elasticity of aggregate demand to interest

rates, and hence a high FG cost; even though FG too becomes more powerful, this e¤ect is

dwarfed by the increase in cost.

4.1 Simple Analytics of Optimal FG

Further insights can be obtained by focusing again on the simpler case studied in Section 3.2

and assuming in addition that the central bank attaches equal weights to future and present:

! (q) = 1; !0 (q) = 0 (in other words, its discount factor is also 0). This provides an upper

bound on optimal FG because it ignores the second-order discounting costs.24 The optimal

duration can now be solved in closed-form from (9) as:

q� = max

8<:0; 1� �L � (1�p�)2
1�p

1� p+�L

9=; ;

where �L � ��L=� > 0 is the �nancial disruption causing the ZLB.
A �rst insight allowed by the closed-form solution is that it is optimal to refrain from FG

altogether (q� = 0) when � is smaller than a certain threshold �0 �
�
1�

p
(1� p)�L

�
=p.25

24See Bilbiie, 2016 for an analysis of the accuracy of this in a RANK model.
25Under the baseline calibration, the threshold is 0:86.
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Recalling the expression for �, it follows immediately that (regardless of self-insurance) in the

"ampli�cation" case (� > 1) the region of � for which FG is optimal will be ceteris paribus

smaller than in the "dampening � < 1 case (� is increasing with � because both � and � are).

Moreover, in the "ampli�cation" region � > 1 since � is increasing both with the share of H

� and with idiosyncratic risk 1� s, it follows that an increase in either of these parameters

restricts the case for optimal FG.26 The reason is the dark side of FG: more ampli�cation

brings more welfare cost of FG. Conversely of course, in the "dampening" region � < 1 the

opposite is true: � is decreasing in both � and 1 � s, and an increase in either of those

parameters pushes up the threshold for FG to be optimal.

How does the optimal FG duration depend on the key structural parameters? Since we

know the derivatives of � with respect to �; s; and �; it su¢ ces to calculate the derivative of

q� with respect to �, which is:

dq�

d�
=
1

�2

 
1� (p�)2

1� p
��L

!
:

When the disruption causing the liquidity trap is lower than a certain threshold �L <

(1� p)�1, which is the more empirically plausible case,27 then q� is increasing in � if � <

�� �
p
1��L (1� p)=p and decreasing otherwise. Notice that this threshold is larger than

the threshold needed for FG to be optimal at all (q� > 0) derived above: �� > �0 . We

have dq�=d� > 0 when �0 < � < �� and dq�=d� < 0 when �0 < �� < �: It is useful to again

distinguish the two cases depending on �.

With dampening � < 1 more H and more risk imply that � is decreasing; if we start

with � > ��, optimal FG duration �rst increases, then decreases as � crosses the threshold.

Whereas if we start below the threshold, optimal FG duration decreases uniformly (this is

the case shown in the Figure). The e¤ect is mitigated by idiosyncratic risk which, because

it reduces both the power of FG and the scope for it (the LT recession is smaller) implies

uniformly lower optimal duration.

With ampli�cation � > 1, � is increasing in both � and 1� s; therefore, if we start below
the threshold ��, optimal FG �rst increases up to a maximum level (reached at the threshold)

and then decreases abruptly. Furthermore, it increases faster and reaches its maximum

sooner when there is idiosyncratic risk, because of the complementarity: ampli�cation itself

26The derivatives are d�
d(1�s) =

d�
d(1�s) =

��1
1��� and

d�
d� =

d�
d� +

d�
d�� = (�� 1)

�(1�s)+��
(1���)2 :

27If instead �L > (1� p)�1, q� is uniformly decreasing in �: that is, it is decreasing in � , �, and 1 � s
in the "ampli�cation" case � > 1. The reason is that the contractionary e¤ect coming from the steeper
recession dominates the expansionary e¤ect of increased FG e¤ectiveness; the opposite is of course true with
� < 1: q� is increasing in � and 1� s.
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is in that case magni�ed� by the same token, the dark side (the welfare cost of FG) su¤ers

from the same ampli�cation, so the point where FG ceases to be optimal is reached sooner

than without risk s = 1.

4.2 A Caveat

Is not conceivable that, if FG is less e¤ective, optimal policy should imply doing more

(rather than less) of it? Nakata, Schmidt, and Yoo (2017) follow this line of reasoning in

a calibrated model with a discounted Euler equation à la MNS� that delivers FG power

mitigation. The authors show that, if instead of keeping the size of the disturbance �xed�

as we did above� one �xes the size of the recession (itself a function of other structural

parameters), one obtains the opposite conclusion to this paper�s with � < 1: the optimal-

policy-implied duration of FG becomes increasing in the share of constrained households.

The reason is that, as the share of constrained increases, the shock necessary to generate

the given recession gets larger and larger, which adds a force calling for more optimal FG. If

this force is strong enough, it can overturn the conclusion obtained above for a given shock.

I con�rm Nakata et al�s conclusion in my simpler model, with � < 1 and little idiosyn-

cratic risk, i.e. the TANK model (red dash in the upper left panel in Figure 4): the optimal

duration becomes increasing with the share of hand-to-mouth. There is an important qual-

i�cation though, a¤orded by the analytical framework studied here. First, notice that in

the same panel the blue dotted line is increasing only slightly initially, and still decreasing

thereafter: in the SHANK model (with most idiosyncratic risk and strongest self-insurance

motive) there is more dampening� so while the shock necessary to reproduce a given reces-

sion is increasing in � at an even faster rate, the power of FG also goes down very fast. The

FG puzzle and having optimal FG increase with the share of constrained households seem

to be two sides of the same coin: in this simple model at least, you cannot throw one and

keep the other.28

28The other quali�cation pertaining to this case refers to the implied shock, plotted in the lower left panel.
With so much dampening as implied by the SHANK model, the shock necessary to replicate an even modest
recession (4 percent here) becomes very large indeed (several times larger than the normal-times interest
rate); while the shock is unobservable, this type of con�guration seems unlikely.
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Figure 4 q� as a function of �: �xed recession, �L adjusts endogenously

Moreover, the very same logic that generates increasing FG duration in the previous case

is turned on its head in the ampli�cation, � > 1 case: as the share of constrained gets larger,

a smaller shock is needed to generate a given recession (lower right panel). This adds a force

calling for less optimal FG, so the optimal duration is lower (and more rapidly decreasing)

than in the "�xed-shock" case. And since ampli�cation is so powerful in the SHANK model,

self-insurance makes optimal FG duration decrease even faster. The general message is that

keeping the observable recession �xed (rather than the unobservable disturbance) is a useful

optimal policy exercise; but it does not necessarily imply a stronger case for longer optimal

FG duration. Indeed, in some cases� such as the "ampli�cation" case whereby FG power is

highest and the puzzle at its most extreme� it unambiguously implies an even weaker case.
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5 Conclusions

How to make forward guidance less powerful in NK models? This paper has concentrated

on one stream of solutions, of the several that have been proposed over the recent years.

Namely, McKay, Nakamura and Steinsson (2015, 2016), have shown that the "forward guid-

ance puzzle" (thus labelled by Del Negro, Giannoni and Patterson, 2012) is alleviated in

heterogeneous-agent New Keynesian (HANK) models. Their models lead to a dampening

of the power of forward guidance; the same holds in the di¤erent HANK model of Kaplan,

Moll, and Violante (2015, 2016).

In this paper, I show that it is the interaction of two complementary channels that delivers

this solution: constrained (hand-to-mouth) households�income depends on aggregate income

less than one-for-one, and there is idiosyncratic risk inducing a self-insurance motive for

unconstrained households. The former channel by itself does deliver dampening relative to

the representative-agent model, but uniformly at all horizons and thus does not solve the

puzzle. While the latter channel, because of the complementarity, magni�es the ampli�cation

inherent when hand-to-mouth income elasticity to aggregate is higher than one: FG power

becomes phenomenal, and the puzzle is much aggravated.

Yet even when this (puzzling indeed) ampli�cation of FG�s power is a model feature, and

despite there being more scope for using FG� because the same ampli�cation also makes ZLB

recessions deeper and increases the marginal utility of consumption� optimal policy does not

imply a correspondingly higher duration of FG; indeed, it at least eventually implies that

the optimal FG duration decrease with the share of hand-to-mouth. That is because there is

a dark side to FG power: the welfare cost of ine¢ cient volatility once the trap is over (�rst

unveiled in Eggertsson and Woodford�s celebrated 2003 analysis in a representative-agent

model). This cost becomes very large too precisely when FG power does, thus making it

optimal to contain the optimal duration of extra accommodation.

Three novel policy inputs are key, in light of this analysis, for a central bank�s optimal

policy in a liquidity trap: how many households are constrained; how their income is related

to aggregate income (through employment or redistribution); and a measure of idiosyncratic

risk.29
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